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Abstract— Despite the recent rapid adoption of rooftop solar
PV for residential customers, islanded operation during grid
outages remains elusive for most PV owners. In this paper
we consider approaches to improve the reliability of electricity
supply in the context of a residential microgrid, consisting of a
group of residential customers each with rooftop solar PV, that
are connected to the distribution network via a single point of
common coupling. It is assumed that there is insufficient PV
generation at all times to meet the electricity demand within the
residential microgrid. Three optimization-based algorithms are
proposed to improve the reliability of electricity supply to each
residential customer, despite variability and intermittency of the
solar resource and periods of infrequent and sustained power
outages in the electricity grid. By means of a case study we
show that the majority of residential customers achieve greater
reliability of uninterrupted electricity supply when connecting
to the residential microgrid in comparison to operating in
isolated self-consumption mode.

I. INTRODUCTION
Large scale power outages or blackouts typically lead
to millions of dollars in losses for industry, commercial
and residential customers [1], [2], [3]. These power outages
can be caused by human error, equipment failure, or may
result from natural disasters such as the blackout induced by
Hurricane Sandy in the Northeast of the U.S. in 2011 causing
power shut off for 8 million customers for days and weeks
with estimated damages around 50 Billion U.S. dollars [4],
[5].
A microgrid is designed to be interconnected with a
medium voltage network under normal conditions, and to
serve as a stable backup resource in case of isolation or
islanding from the transmission grid (emergency operation
mode)[6]. Forced isolation may occur in cases of voltage
collapse, electric faults, or drops in power quality [6] at the
point of common coupling (PCC). If the microgrid is welldesigned, the transition to islanded operation should ideally
occur smoothly with matching voltage and current phases on
the PCC [7].
Several authors have considered transition approaches to
improve the power quality of the microgrid as it switches to
island mode [8], [9], [10]. Load scheduling is often a part of a
transition approach to ensure power demand can be managed
during islanding mode, given the limited power supply and
bandwidth of the (renewable) distributed energy resources
within the microgrid. Typically, large electric loads such as
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electric vehicle charging and household load appliances are
considered in load scheduling, see e.g. [11] and [12].
As load scheduling involves optimization to minimize
electric energy losses (i.e. dumping of solar energy for lack
of a load to utilize it) over a finite number of loads, numerical
methods that exploit convex optimization routines in MixedInteger Linear Programming (MILP) are a promising method
for optimal load scheduling. Applications of MILP in power
systems can be seen in a variety of areas such as unit commitment of power production [13], power distribution network
expansion [14], [15], scheduling of generation units in offgrid conditions in order to maximize supply performance of
the system [16] as well as optimal scheduling of a renewable
microgrid in an isolated load area [17]. MILP is also used
in the optimal decentralized energy management problem of
a microgrid [18].
Based on the computational tools of MILP, this paper considers an optimization-based problem for scheduling loads
of a group of residential customers, each with rooftop solar
PV, that are connected to the distribution network via a
single point of common coupling. Note that the problem
formulation is identical for solar PV array on the roof of
an apartment or condominium building, where the solar
array could serve the load of the common areas as well as
some of the units during a power outage. In the case of a
single building the hardware (microgrid controller) and governance (building owner or homeowners association) issues
are much more straightforward than for different buildings
in a neighborhood. In the MILP formulation, residential
participation (each house with a single meter is considered a
load) is parametrized with a binary or integer component,
while the optimization aims to maximize the number of
loads that receive power, despite the insufficient PV power
generation at all times to meet the electricity demand within
the residential microgrid. The optimization is applied to
residential grid data obtained from ten residential customers
(houses) that were selected for analysis from the Australian
grid from [19]. Different operating strategies for the members
of the microgrid were considered including isolated selfconsumption and several inter-connected sharing strategies to
improve the reliability of supply to each residential customer
in the microgrid during periods of infrequent and sustained
power outages that result in isolation of the microgrid
from the electric power network. The MILP optimization
shows that a majority of the residential customers achieve
greater reliability of electricity supply when connecting to
the microgrid via ”inter-connected sharing” in comparison
to operating in isolated ”self-consumption” mode.

Section II introduces the dataset used in this work and
showcases microgrid simulation results for select houses for
a high PV and low PV day. The problem formulation is
discussed in Section III with the mathematical optimization
problem and the constraints. The simulation results that
quantify the benefits of different operating strategies are
covered in the Section IV and Conclusions follow.
II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
A. Strategies for solar energy sharing in a microgrid
In this problem we assume a power system with bulk
supply production as a generation unit connected to a
distribution system via a main circuit breaker (CB) at the
point of common coupling (PCC) to isolate the microgrid of
residential customers each with their owns loads and PV system. Furthermore, each residential customer (also indicated
exchangably by ”house”) has an additional CB referred to
in Figure 1 as ui , where i is the house index. In cases of
power outages (blackouts), faults or power quality disruption
from the main power supply, the main CB at the PCC opens
and, in addition, a certain set of houses decides to isolate
itself to create a modified microgrid of residential customers.
The decision making process that decides which houses to
(dis)connect is managed by an optimization problem that
operates at a time step of 30 minutes.
Supply (PCC)

G

power is supplied and the solar power is considered to be
lost.In inter-connected sharing mode, houses will exchange
PV power to supply their electric loads. Within the interconnected sharing mode, three different sub strategies are
investigated:
• Strategy A is to maximize the number of customers to
be supplied.
• Strategy B is to maximize the time duration of supplied
load or what will be referred to as number of switches.
• Strategy C is to minimize losses due to unutilized solar
energy.
Additional constraints are added for all strategies and include
a minimum up-time and down-time for a supplied load event.
Additional conditions will be included such as a ”fairness
weighting matrix” where customers are prioritized based on
certain criteria. In this case study we use the percentage of
PV self-generation with respect to the load of each house as
a ”fairness weighting”.
B. Illustration of Data
Two sample days illustrate extremes in potential for solar
energy to power the microgrid (Figure 2). These results are
presented here to guide the problem formulation. In summer,
solar generation is high compared to load and on this specific
day it happens to exceeds load at the solar peak. On the
other hand, higher loads in winter correlate with low solar
generation. The load supplied by solar is what solar was able
to supply for each house in the isolation mode where the total
load was not met by solar for the whole system.
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Fig. 1. Power generation and distribution configuration for a residential
microgrid of ten houses with the possibility of islanding.
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We select a subset of a dataset with 300 de-identified
residential customers with PV in a distribution network in
Australia. The optimization problem considers one year to
cover many load and PV scenarios that may occur within
a year for ten houses. The PV systems vary in size. The
total PV rated capacity is 17.33 kWAC . Daily peak solar
power averages around 11 kW. The corresponding daytime
load peak is around 8 kW with a higher peak in the evening
that reaches 13 kW. For model validation, the first ten houses
were selected with customers ID [2 13 14 20 33 35 38 39 56
69] for July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 defined in [19].
The two main microgrid operational modes considered in
this case study are ”isolated self-consumption” and ”interconnected sharing mode”. Isolated self-consumption is the
case where each house has been disconnected and can only
be supply its loads from its own solar power. If the load
is higher than the solar power at any time step tk , then no
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Fig. 2. Two sample days from a day in summer (top) and winter (bottom)
where the dark gray bars represent total load and the light gray bars
shows load that could be supplied from solar energy in case of an islanded
microgrid. Each sub bar shows a different house and the total shows the
aggregation of bar stacks. Note that January is summer in the southern
hemisphere. All results later consider 1 year.

Figure 3 shows the consumption from three select houses
and solar generation behavior for inter-connected sharing
and isolated self-consumption operational mode. For this
case, the minimum up-time and down-time are 1.5 h (3
time steps). The isolated self-consumption operational mode
does not allow solar generation to supply any load unless
the solar generation exceeds the load for the minimum uptime constraint. Furthermore, if the house is ”turned off”
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Two different objective functions are considered in this
paper. The following equations describe f1 (U) which minimizes PV energy loss (maximizes load supply) and f2′ (U)
which maximizes the number houses that are switched on,
respectively:
(2)
f1 (U) = 1T ·U · 1
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Fig. 3. Hourly results for three different customers for the winter day,
where the blue line shows total load, the red line represents supplied load,
and the green line represents solar power for each house. The results are
shown for inter-connected sharing and isolated self-consumption case.

(disconnected), it has to be off for minimum down-time. The
minimum up-time effect occurs in some houses in Figure 3:
for example house # 2 around noon and around 2PM where
PV generation was temporarily higher than load, but no load
was supplied to the house due to the minimum up-time
constraint. Self-consumption is therefore only attractive if the
size of the PV associated with each house is large relative to
the consumption, but most houses, at least in winter, do not
get any power from their local PV generation and all solar
generation is lost. On the other hand, the inter-connected
sharing operation mode can aggregate all PV generation to
serve more customers. Allocations of energy to particular
houses must be determined based on an optimization to
maximize solar energy utilization and/or customer supply.
Figure 3 shows that some houses, at least during parts of
the day, enjoyed load supply even though load exceeded PV
self-generation. More quantitative results will be shown and
discussed in Section IV.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
The optimization problem for ”inter-connected sharing
mode” to address the three different sub strategies A, B
and C defined in Section II considered in this paper can
be presented in the general format of
max

f (U)

s.t.

g(U) ≤ 0
h(U) = 0

U

(1)

U ⊂ {0, 1}|U|
where f , g and h denote the mathematical formulations of
the objective function, inequality constraints, and equality
constraints respectively. The binary decision variable U =
[u1 , u2 , · · · , uN ]T is the matrix of switching statuses for all
houses at all time steps during a day such that ui is the
column vector of switching statuses for house i during one
specific day.

(3)

where 1 is a column vector with the appropriate size, whose
elements are all equal to one. The load matrix is also denoted
by L = [l1 , l2 , · · · , lN ]T where li is the column load vector
of house i during a day. The notation U ◦ L is used to show
the Hadamard (element-wise) product of the two matrices L
and U. By defining Y = U ◦ L as a new constraint, the
objective function f2′ can be updated as,
f2 (U) = 1T (Y) · 1

(4)

The first objective function f1 considers the number of
switches which determines how many houses are supplied
with power. Multiplying U by a column vector of ones from
both sides is another way of representing the sum over all
houses of the sum of switching events for each house. This
ensues that the number of houses who receive power at
some point is maximized follows a utilitarian philosophy,
but in doing so f1 does not maximize the solar energy
utilization. f’2 aims to increase the energy supplied for the
whole microgrid and it is represented as in f2 by introducing
a new variable Y.
B. Constraints
1) Definition of Y: The substitution U ◦ L by Y in the
objective function motivates the following constraint of the
supplied load matrix:
Y−U◦L=0

(5)

2) Available Power: To prevent frequency issues, the
maximum total load that the microgrid can supply must be
less than the total PV energy available at each time interval:
1T ·(U ◦ L) ≤ 1T ·G,

(6)

where G = [g1 , g2 , · · · , gN ]T is the PV generation matrix.
3) Minimum Up-time and Minimum Down-time: To avoid
damage to load units and inconvenience to residents because
of frequent start-ups and shut-downs, a set of constraints are
defined to guarantee that the unit is switched on (off) for a
at least m+ (m− ) time steps before it is switched off (on).
These constraints are called minimum up (down) time and
are defined as:
ui,tk −

tk
X

vi,h ≤ 0

∀m+ ≤tk ≤T
i

h=tk −m+
i +1

(1 − ui,tk ) −

tk
X
h=tk −m−
i +1

wi,h ≤ 0

(7)
∀m− ≤tk ≤T ,
i

where the matrix V ⊂ {0, 1}|V| and W ⊂ {0, 1}|W| are
denoted as start-up and shut-down matrices respectively, and
their elements are defined as:
vi,tk − wi,tk = ui,tk − ui,tk−1
vi,tk + wi,tk ≤ 1

∀1≤i≤N ∀2≤tk ≤T
∀1≤i≤N ∀2≤tk ≤T

vt,1 = wi,1 = 0

∀1≤i≤N

(8)

4) Minimum Daily Connection to Grid: The following
constraint guarantees that each house is connected to the
grid at least one minimum up-time.
1−U·1≤ 0

(9)

All the possible objective functions and constraints in (1)
through (9) are linear. Thus the optimization problem is
convex and can be solved via Mixed-integer Linear Programming (MILP) tools such as Gurobi using CVX. There exist
many mature MILP solvers which are capable of solving
large-scale MILP problems with millions of variables within
a reasonable time frame [20].
C. Operational Strategies and Reasoning Indices
There are three main operational strategies for interconnected sharing and each strategy is associated with two
sub-strategies. In strategy A, the goal is to maximize the
objective function f1 with all constraints (5)-(9), which
maximizes the number of households whose load is served
at some point. This forces all houses to receive power for at
least one minimum up-time. Strategy B also maximizes the
objective function f1 while the minimum daily connection
constraint in (9) is neglected. The goal is to increase the
number of switches without enforcing that all houses receive
power at least once. Strategy C maximizes solar energy utilization by maximizing the objective function f2 considering
all constraints other than (9). Solar energy is distributed in
every possible way to reduce any losses even if it means that
more houses never receive power.
The sub operation strategies A+, B+ and C+ are exactly the
same as strategies A, B and C respectively with the following
modifications to the objective functions:
f1 ∗ = 1T ·W ◦ U · 1
f2 ∗ = 1T ·W ◦ Y · 1

(10)
(11)

where W is a ”fairness weighting” matrix of the same size
of U and Y. The weighting matrix introduces preferential
weighting for certain houses to receive power even though
it deviates from the solutions for f1 and f2 . The weights
would be set by a governing entity based on perceived
fairness criteria such as prioritizing houses with larger PV
generation, lower load demand, or prioritizing critical loads
(e.g. medical needs) either permanently or during a given
time span. The weights could also be based on a market
where individual homes pay to receive priority for load. For
illustrative purposes, the ratio of PV generation divided by
the total load is used as weighting function in W here.
The six strategies are compared to the self-consumption
strategy. This strategy can be modeled by solving the same

optimization problem as in strategy C for each house where
the number of houses in the problem is equal to 1.
To compare the simulation results of different objective
functions with the isolated self-consumption operational
mode, two indices are defined in this paper. The first index
is the percentage of supplied load, defined as below,
% of Load met = (Y · 1) ⊘ (L · 1)
where ⊘ is defined as element-wise division.
Since Y, L and G are of size (N, T) multiplying Y by
vector 1 of size (T,1) results in (N,1) which is the sum
of supplied load for each house for a specific day. The
percentage of load met is the ratio of supplied load Y divided
by the total load L for a specific day.
The other index is the percentage of PV utilization of a
given day, which is determined as follows,
% PV Generation Utilization = (1T · G) ⊘ (1T · L)
and reports what portion of individual houses’ solar generation is utilized by each house for the isolated selfconsumption operational mode and what portion of total solar
generation in microgrid is utilized in for the inter-connected
sharing strategies.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
Figure 4 shows aggregate results for all 10 houses over the
course of two sample days, based on self-consumption with
the three sharing strategies A, B and C defined in Section
III-C. On the summer day around 20% of loads are met for
all house and all house are powered at least once during the
day. The January 9 results are representative for summer days
when the peak of the aggregate solar generation is higher
than the total load and therefore all houses can be powered
during that time, independent of strategy. Some houses did
not benefit as much as others from energy sharing, for
example house # 3, 8, and 10 benefit the most while houses
# 4 or 6 only receive marginally more energy compared to
self-consumption. House # 10 was not able to self-consume
any time during the day as the load was always higher than
the solar generation.
Comparing the inter-connected sharing operational modes
A and B resulted in identical results for 6 out of 10 houses.
In 3 houses strategy C met less load compared to A and B,
while 2 houses had higher load met. Little to no change is
expected since constraint (9) is satisfied for both strategies
through the solar energy excess at midday. Strategy C results
were also mostly similar to A and B, but only three houses (#
1, 5, 10) benefited, while two houses (# 3, 4) lost a substantial
amount of energy.
July 5 is representative of a winter day with low solar
power and high load demand which tends to emphasize
differences between the strategies. Gains from sharing compared to self-consuming were larger: all 10 houses were
powered with energy sharing while only 4 houses received
some energy from their own solar generation. Results for the
winter day also vary by operational strategy A, B, and C. It
is interesting that only four houses (# 1, 2, 7, 10) benefited

from strategy C. Considering both days, only house # 10
benefited from strategy C consistently. For these two days,
there is no clear winner between the inter-connected sharing
operational strategy, but it is clear that sharing energy is
advantageous for every house. In the following, the results
were analyzed for different months and one year to quantify
the performance of each strategy based on certain objective
functions.

Over One Year
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Strategies A+, B+, and C+ use the same objective function,
but include the weighting W that prioritizes additional constraints. The weighting matrix in this case is defined based on
the ratio of solar generation to the load. Figure 6 presents the
annual load met percentage of each house for all six scenarios
and the isolated self-consumption. All houses benefit from
inter-connected energy sharing. This value varies over the
houses but it is consistent that all are better in inter-connected
sharing mode.
Comparing different strategies, seven houses have higher
load met percentage in strategy C, two houses have higher
load met percentage in strategies A and B, and only one
house with all three strategies equal. The weighting strategies
follow the pattern of the original ones for all houses. House
# 6 and 7 stand out, where in house # 6 C+ strategy resulted
in higher average load met percentage over a year opposite
to house # 7. Three houses benefit from applying the fairness
weighting matrix while three are not affected, and the four
others suffered. Among the three main strategies, C and C+
combined for the highest percentage of load met with seven
out of ten houses (four and three houses respectively).
TABLE I
# OF H OUSES SUPPLIED FOR DIFFERENT STRATEGIES .
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Fig. 5. Monthly results for percentage of load met for different strategies
averaged over all houses. On the right hand axis, average load and solar
generation for each month is presented.

Figure 5 summarizes aggregate monthly average results for
isolated self-consumption and the main three inter-connected
energy sharing strategies. The seasonal (summer and winter)
trends are consistent with results for the sample days. During
summer time (October through February) there is a higher
percentage of load met due to larger solar generation as well
as load behavior. In all months, isolated self-consumption
scores the lowest load met percentage while strategy C scores
the highest with negligible differences between strategies A
and B.
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Now we consider during how many days of the year
a given number of houses receive at least power for the
minimum up-time for different operating strategies (Table
I). As expected strategy A yields the most (359) days for
all houses to be on; only for six days the optimization did
not yield any results, i.e. the load was always larger than PV
generation. The average percentage of load met for one year
is 25.66%. Relaxing the up-time constraint to 1 hour instead
of (1.5 h and 0.5 h) allows all houses to be on for every day
of the year. Strategy C was able to keep ten houses on for
347 days and six houses were on for the whole year. Strategy
B scored the lowest in that all ten houses were on only for

341 days. The highest percentages of load met was achieved
by strategy C.
TABLE II
P ERCENT LOAD MET, PERCENT PV GENERATION UTILIZED , AND
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOUSES SUPPLIED AT LEAST ONCE FOR
DIFFERENT OPERATING STRATEGIES AVERAGED OVER THE YEAR .

worst option for all houses. The objective which maximized
the use of available solar power resulted in the highest
percentage load met. Although results vary for each house,
the trends over the year are consistent. Future work will
include backup generation such as storage and distributed
energy resources.
R EFERENCES
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Table II summarizes the performance of both operational mode with all strategies for one year. Isolated selfconsumption is the worst operational mode in terms of load
met percentages and PV utilization where it scored 65%
less than the best strategy. In terms of average number of
houses to be supplied isolated self-consumption also scored
the lowest. C+ and C strategies differ by less than 0.2% and
score the highest percentage of load met and PV utilization.
In general, a strategy and its weighted version (for example
C and C+) are expected to yield similar results, since
the weighted strategy only changes the priority of which
house is supplied. Moreover, the computational time for the
optimization using MATLAB and CVX (Gurobi solver) was
less than a second performed in a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7
processor with 32 GB of RAM.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we propose optimization-based residential
customer scheduling to improve the reliability of electricity
supply for residential customers during islanded microgrid
operation. Each residential customer owns rooftop PV that
can be used to supply just their own load or be shared across
the microgrid to satisfy different operational strategies. In
the latter case, residential customer scheduling is based
on mixed-integer linear programming in which integers are
used to parametrize the power status of each house and
linear constraints enforce minimum up-time and down-time
of power provision. The different operating strategies to
distribute PV energy across the members of the microgrid
include different objective functions which focus on the
optimal use of solar PV within a microgrid: A) Forcing
all houses to receive power at least once, B) Maximizing
the number of switches without forcing all houses to be
connected, C) maximizing the utilization of available solar
power distributed among the grid to reduce power losses.
Additional strategies were considered which used a priority
or fairness weighting matrix to determine scheduling. The
weighting matrix was computed by considering the load-togeneration ratio for each house, but other weighting based
on priority of the loads in each house can be considered.
A case study based on historical yearly data for ten houses
was conducted. The mixed-integer linear programming results show that isolated self-consumption operation was the
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